
  Water-resistant according to the 

specifi cation IP67 (1 meter water column in 

30 minutes time)  

  Resistant against shocks and vibrations 

  Rubberized resistant surface with reinforced 

inner frame for resistance improvement 

  Dual SIM - 2 concurrently active SIM cards 

in one telephone 

  Switching on only one SIM card option  

  2“ two-tier hard glass display with 

increased resistance against scratching 

and pressure  

  Display defi nition 240 x 320 pixels and 262 

000 colours  

  GSM 850/900/1800/1900 MHz  

  Bluetooth 2.0 

  GPRS class 12  

  SMS/MMS/WAP 

  MicroSDHC cards support  

  MP3 player  

  Photo-camera

  Picture viewer 

  Video recorder  

  Video player

  Digital answering machine

  FM radio with recording option

  Calendar  

  Integrated torch 

  Calculator   

  Stopwatch  

  Polyphonic ringing/vibration ringing

  Hands free with integrated microphone in 

the earphones cable

  Possibility to recharge the battery via USB 

connection to the PC

  High capacity battery 1.700 mAh  

  Call duration: ca 510 minutes  

  Stand-by mode: ca 170 hours  

  Dimensions: 125 x 57 x 23 mm  

  Weight: 166 grams (with the battery)

Description
Everything that you’ve ever expected from the mobile phone is 

to be found in just one device. The maximum equipment, the 

maximum resistance and the outdoor design make from this phone 

the universal solution usable at home, in the workrooms, at the 

constructions sites, in the diffi cult terrain, when it’s very cold or on the 

contrary at very high temperatures and humidity.  The phone doesn’t 

mind water, mud, snow, high or low temperatures, dust neither the 

harsh treatment. You can make a phone call from anywhere where is 

the GSM net coverage on one from the four supported frequencies, 

which means almost from all over the world. 

The telephone is equipped with the walkie-talkie function and it is 

compatible with the usual walkie-talkies.  

The water-resistance is certifi ed in compliance with the norm IP67 – it 

is resistant against the dust entry and it stays immersed into water in 

the depth of 1 meter for the 30 minutes time.

 

Walkie-talkie
  Supports call between the two telephones EVOLVE Gladiator 

RG400 and also the call EVOLVE Gladiator RG400 + classic 

walkie-talkie in the civic zone

  8 frequencies pre-set  

  Option of reception on the background

  Easy volume regulation

  Range up to 0.5 km depending on the surroundings and the 

terrain

 
Package includes 
  Mobile telephone EVOLVE Gladiator RG400  

  High capacity battery 1 700 mAh  

  Stereo earphones with the integrated hands free  

  Mains charger  

  User guide
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